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Abstract
The research context of this paper is de-
veloping hybrid machine translation (MT)
systems that exploit the advantages of
linguistic rule-based and statistical MT
systems. Arabic, as a morphologically
rich language, is especially challenging
even without addressing the hybridiza-
tion question. In this paper, we describe
the challenges in building an Arabic-
English generation-heavy machine trans-
lation (GHMT) system and boosting it
with statistical machine translation (SMT)
components. We present an extensive
evaluation of multiple system variants and
report positive results on the advantages of
hybridization.
1 Introduction
The research context of this work is developing hy-
brid machine translation (MT) systems that exploit
the advantages of linguistic rule-based and statisti-
cal MT systems. Arabic, as an example of a mor-
phologically rich language, is especially challeng-
ing even without addressing the hybridization ques-
tion. In this paper, we describe the challenges in
building an Arabic-English generation-heavy ma-
chine translation (GHMT) system (Habash, 2003a)
and extending it with statistical machine translation
(SMT) components.
A major challenge for working with Arabic is the
proliferation of inconsistent morphological repre-
sentations in different resources and tools for Arabic
natural language processing (NLP) (Habash, 2006).
This inconsistency is heightened when one attempts
to combine techniques used in linguistically-aware
MT approaches with those of surface-based statis-
tical MT approaches, where the level of represen-
tation of the phrase (beyond the word) is different
for each of these two approaches. We describe how
we address this issue in our system and present an
extensive evaluation addressing its various strengths
and weaknesses. We show positive improvements
when extending our basic GHMT system with SMT
components.
The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: the next section (Section 2) discusses previous
work on hybridization in MT. This is followed by
a discussion of Arabic-specific challenges for MT
implementations in Section 3. Section 4 describes
the Arabic components of our basic GHMT system.
Section 5 describes the extensions we made to in-
tegrate SMT components into the GHMT system.
Section 6 presents three evaluations of multiple MT
system variants.
2 Previous Work
We discuss research related to our approach in the
areas of generation-heavy MT and MT hybridiza-
tion.
2.1 Generation-Heavy MT
GHMT is an asymmetrical hybrid approach that
addresses the issue of MT resource poverty in
source-poor/target-rich language pairs by exploiting
symbolic and statistical target-language resources
(Habash and Dorr, 2002; Habash, 2003a; Habash,
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2003b). Expected source-language resources in-
clude a syntactic parser and a simple one-to-many
translation dictionary. No transfer rules or complex
interlingual representations are used. Rich target-
language symbolic resources such as word lexical
semantics, categorial variations and subcategoriza-
tion frames are used to overgenerate multiple struc-
tural variations from a target-language-glossed syn-
tactic dependency representation of source-language
sentences. This symbolic overgeneration accounts
for possible translation divergences, cases where the
underlying concept or “gist” of a sentence is dis-
tributed differently in two languages such as to put
butter on and to butter (Dorr, 1993). The overgen-
eration is constrained by multiple statistical target-
language models including surface n-grams and
structural n-grams. The source-target asymmetry
of systems developed in this approach makes them
more easily retargetable to new source languages
(provided a source-language parser and translation
dictionary). In this paper, we describe these two spe-
cific extensions for Arabic in detail (Section 4).
2.2 MT Hybridization
Research into MT hybrids has increased over the last
few years as research in the two main competing
paradigms—rule-based MT and corpus-based (sta-
tistical) MT—is approaching a plateau in perfor-
mance. In the case of statistical approaches this has
recently led to approaches that rely not just on sur-
face forms but also on symbolic knowledge such as
morphological information and syntactic structure.
In the next two subsections, we review this body
of research. Our own research however, differs in
that we are approaching the hybridization question
from the opposite direction, i.e., how to incorporate
SMT components into rule-based systems (Senel-
lart, 2006). Nonetheless, the research on SMT-based
hybrids has influenced many of our decisions and di-
rections.
2.2.1 Morphology-Based Approaches
The anecdotal intuition in the field is that reduc-
tion of morphological sparsity often improves trans-
lation quality. This reduction can be achieved by in-
creasing training data or via morphologically-driven
preprocessing (Goldwater and McClosky, 2005).
Recent investigations of the effect of morphology on
SMT quality focused on morphologically rich lan-
guages such as German (Nießen and Ney, 2004);
Spanish, Catalan, and Serbian (Popovic´ and Ney,
2004); and Czech (Goldwater and McClosky, 2005).
These studies examined the effects of various kinds
of tokenization, lemmatization and part-of-speech
(POS) tagging and showed a positive effect on SMT
quality.
Lee (2004) investigated the use of automatic
alignment of POS-tagged English and affix-stem
segmented Arabic to determine appropriate tok-
enizations of Arabic. Her results showed that mor-
phological preprocessing helps, but only for smaller
corpora. Habash and Sadat (2006) reached simi-
lar conclusions on a much larger set of experiments
including various preprocessing schemes and tech-
niques. They showed that genre variation interacts
with preprocessing decisions.
Within our approach, working with Arabic mor-
phology is especially challenging. We discuss this
issue in more detail in Section 3.
2.2.2 Syntax-Based Approaches
More recently a number of statistical MT ap-
proaches included syntactic information as part of
the preprocessing phase, the decoding phase or the
n-best rescoring phase.
Collins et al. (2005) incorporated syntactic in-
formation as part of preprocessing the parallel cor-
pus. A series of transformations on the source parse
trees were applied to make the order of the source-
language words and phrases closer to that of the tar-
get language. The same reordering was done for a
new source sentence before decoding. They showed
a modest statistically significant improvement over
basic phrase-based MT.
Quirk et al. (2005) used sub-graphs of depen-
dency trees to deal with word-order differences be-
tween the source and the target language. During
training, dependency graphs on the source side were
projected onto the target side by using the align-
ment links between words in the two languages. The
use of syntactic information is the main difference
between their approach and phrase-based statistical
MT approaches. During decoding, the different sub-
graphs were combined in order to generate the most
likely dependency tree. This approach has been
shown to provide significant improvements over a
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phrase-based SMT system.
Och et al. (2004) experimented with a wide range
of syntactic features to rescore the n-best lists gen-
erated by their statistical MT system. Although
some features—e.g., POS tags and parse-tree to
string mappings—led to slight improvements over
the baseline, larger improvements were obtained by
using simpler, non-syntactic features, such as IBM
Model 1 alignments.
Similar to Collins et al. (2005) and Quirk et al.
(2005), our approach uses source-language syntac-
tic (specifically dependency) representations to cap-
ture generalizations about the source-language text.
Unlike both of them, we do not use or learn specific
mappings between the syntactic structure of source
and target languages. Instead, our approach maps
the source language to a syntactically language-
independent representation which forms the basis
for target-language generation.
3 Arabic Challenges
Arabic is a morphologically complex language with
a large set of morphological features. These fea-
tures are realized using both concatenative (affixes
and stems) and templatic morphology (root and pat-
terns) with a variety of morphological and phono-
logical adjustments that appear in word orthography
and interact with orthographic variations. As a re-
sult, there are many different possible representa-
tions of Arabic morphological tokens that have been
used in different resources for Arabic NLP (Habash,
2006).
For statistical MT, in principle, it does not matter
what level of morphological representation is used
so long as the input is on the same level as that of
the training data. However, in practice, there are cer-
tain concerns with issues such as sparsity, ambiguity,
and training data size. Symbolic MT approaches
tend to capture more abstract generalizations about
the languages they translate between compared to
statistical MT. This comes at a cost of being more
complex than statistical MT, involving more human
effort, and depending on already existing resources
for morphological analysis and parsing.
This dependence on existing resources highlights
the problem of variation in morphological represen-
tations for Arabic. In a typical situation, the in-
put/output text of an MT system is in simple white-
space tokenization. But, a statistical parser (such as
(Collins, 1997) or (Bikel, 2002)) trained out-of-the-
box on the Penn Arabic Treebank (Maamouri et al.,
2004) assumes the same kind of tokenization it uses
(4-way normalized segments into conjunction, parti-
cle, word and pronominal clitic). This means a sep-
arate tokenizer is needed to convert input text to this
representation (Habash and Rambow, 2005; Diab et
al., 2004).
An additional issue with a treebank-trained sta-
tistical parser is that its input/output is in normal-
ized segmentation that does not contain morpholog-
ical information such as features or lexemes that are
important for translation. Arabic-English dictionar-
ies use lexemes and proper translation of features,
such as number and tense, requires access to these
features in both source and target languages. As
a result, additional conversion is needed to relate
the normalized segmentation to the lexeme and fea-
ture level. Of course, in principle, the treebank and
parser could be modified to be at the desired level
of representation (i.e. lexeme and features). But this
may be a labor-intensive task for researchers inter-
ested in MT.
4 Extending GHMT to Arabic
As described earlier, our English-targeted GHMT
system can be used with a new source language
given that a dependency parse and a word-based
translation lexicon are provided. In the following
sub-sections, we describe these two components in
our Arabic-English GHMT system. The reusable
English generation component in GHMT is called
EXERGE (Expansive Rich Generation for English).
It is discussed in detail in (Habash, 2003a).
4.1 Analysis Issues
This sub-section describes the necessary steps for
processing an Arabic input sentence.
4.1.1 Tokenization and POS Tagging
For tokenization, we use the Penn Arabic Tree-
bank (PATB) tokenization scheme, which is most
compatible with statistical parsers trained on the
PATB (Maamouri et al., 2004). For the POS tagset,
we use the collapsed tagset for PATB (24 tags). We
use the Morphological Analysis and Disambiguation
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(MADA) tool for Arabic preprocessing (Habash and
Rambow, 2005) together with TOKAN, a general to-
kenizer for Arabic (Habash, 2006). MADA uses the
ALMORGEANA (Arabic Lexeme-based Morpholog-
ical Analysis and Generation) system, which is an
alternative engine to Buckwalter’s AraMorph that
uses the same lexical files.
4.1.2 Chunking
We employ a rule-based segment chunker to ad-
dress two issues. First, the Arabic sentence length,
which averages over 35 words with PATB tokeniza-
tion (in the news genre), slows down the parser and
increases its chances of producing null parses. Sec-
ond, the use of punctuation and numbers in by-lines
in news requires template handling in analysis and
generation, which needs to be updated depending on
the genre. Instead, we choose to preserve source-
language order for such cases by chunking them out
and treating them as special chunk separators that
are translated independently. The rules currently im-
plemented use the following chunk separators. POS
information is used in this process.
• Arabic conjunction proclitic w/CC1 and
• Numbers (CD) and punctuation (PUNC)
• The subordinating conjunction An/IN that
On average, sentences had 3.3 chunk separators.
4.1.3 Parsing
For parsing, we use the Bikel parser (Bikel, 2002)
trained on the PATB (Part 1). The default output of
the parser is an unlabeled constituency representa-
tion. The tokens in the parser are surface words in
the PATB tokenization scheme.
4.1.4 Postparsing
The specifications of EXERGE require an in-
put dependency tree labeled with minimal syntac-
tic relations (subj, obj, obj2, and mod). More-
over, the nodes must have lexemes and features
from a pre-specified set of feature names and val-
ues (Habash, 2003a). The output of the parsing step
undergoes operations such as relation labeling and
1All Arabic transliterations in this paper are provided in the
Buckwalter transliteration scheme (Buckwalter, 2002).
node-structure modification. Some of these opera-
tions are similar to the Spanish post-parsing process-
ing for Matador (Spanish-English GHMT) (Habash,
2003b).
Constituency to Dependency We convert con-
stituencies to dependencies using modified head-
percolation rules from Bikel parser applied with the
Const2Dep tool2 (Habash and Rambow, 2004).
Lexeme Selection MADA is only a morpho-
logical disambiguation tool that makes no sense-
disambiguation choices. Therefore, multiple lex-
emes are still available as ambiguous options at the
tree nodes. In some cases, the parser overrides the
POS tag that was chosen initially by MADA. As
a result, we need to re-visit discarded morphologi-
cal analyses again. We re-apply the ALMORGEANA
system on the tokenized words and then filter analy-
ses using the following criteria. In case no analysis
matches, all analyses are passed on to the next filter.
• Analyses with PATB tokenizable clitics are ig-
nored because the word is already tokenized.
• Analyses that match the word’s POS are se-
lected. Others are ignored. The POS match-
ing is fuzzy since the tagset used by AL-
MORGEANA (15 tags) is more coarse-grained
than the PATB tagset (24 tags). Also, since
there are common cases of mismatch in Ara-
bic, certain seemingly mismatched cases are al-
lowed, e.g., noun, adjective and proper noun.
• We use a statistical unigram lexeme and fea-
ture model. The model was trained on PATB
(part 1 and part 2) and 1 million words from
Arabic Gigaword (Graff, 2003) disambiguated
using MADA. The lexemes are chosen based
on their unigram counts. Ties are broken with
feature unigrams.
Dependency Tree Restructuring The following
operations are applied to the dependency tree:
• Idafa Handling: The Idafa construction is a
syntactic construction indicating the relation-
ship of possession between two nouns, i.e.,
Noun1 of Noun2. Nouns in this construction
2The Const2Dep tool was provided by Rebecca Hwa.
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are modified to include an intervening node
that has no surface value but is glossed to
of/’s/*empty*.
• The untokenized prefix Al+ the is turned into
a separate node that is a dependent on the word
to which it is attached.
• Feature mapping: We map Arabic-specific fea-
tures to language-independent features used in
EXERGE. For example, the untokenized prefix
s+ will is mapped to the feature TENSE:FUT
and the Arabic perfective aspect verb feature is
turned into TENSE:PAST.
Relation Labeling An Arabic subject may be: (a)
pro-dropped (verb conjugated), (b) pre-verbal (full
conjugation with verb), or (c) post-verbal (3person
and gender agreement only). Third-person mascu-
line/feminine singular verbs are often ambiguous as
to whether they are case (a), where the adjacent noun
is an object, or (c), where the adjacent noun is a
subject. A verb can have zero, one or two objects.
Pronominal objects are always cliticized to the verb,
which means they can appear between the verb and
the nominal subject. For passive verbs, the sub-
ject position is reserved for a *PRO* and the fea-
ture is passed along. In principle, Arabic’s rich case
system can account for the different configurations
and also allow many variations in order, but since
most cases are diacritical (and thus optionally writ-
ten), that information is not always available. Arabic
prose (non-poetry) writers generally avoid such syn-
tactic acrobatics.
We use heuristics based on Arabic syntax to deter-
mine the relation of the verb to its nominal (common
and proper), pronominal and relativizing children.
4.1.5 Subtree Phrase Construction
Each node in the dependency tree is annotated
with the full projection of the subtree it heads. This
subtree phrase is later used to interface with the sta-
tistical MT component.
4.2 Lexical Translation Issues
One of the main challenges in resource usage is
the transformation of the lexicon of the Buckwal-
ter Arabic morphological analyzer (BAMA) (Buck-
walter, 2002) into a form that is readily usable by
our GHMT system. The original Buckwalter lexi-
con contains English glosses for Arabic stem entries
used in morphological analysis. Since the glosses
are attached to stems, they are sometime inflected
for number or voice. Table 1 illustrates the en-
tries associated with three lemmas: kuwfiy˜_1,
kAtib_1 and katab-u_1. Each entry consists of
four tab-separated columns. The first two columns
contain the undiacritized and diacritized stems, re-
spectively. The third column specifies a morpho-
logical category which controls what affixes can be
attached to the stem. Column four contains one
or more English glosses. An optional fifth column
marks the POS of the entry. The processing of this
resource includes the following operations:
• POS determination. We determine the POS of
the entry using the POS specified in the fifth
column when present; otherwise, we use the
form of the morphological category. For ex-
ample, PV and IV indicate POS verb, whereas
N and Nap indicate POS noun.
• Gloss slash expansion. The forward slash is
used in the English gloss to specify alternatives,
e.g., “of/from Kufa” for “of Kufa” or “from
Kufa.” We detect such cases and expand them
appropriately.
• Parenthetical removal. Gloss parenthetical
comments, such as “(Iraq)” in the entry for
kuwfiy˜_1, are removed from the gloss.
• Gloss depluralization. A plural gloss is dis-
carded if the singular form of the gloss is used
for a different stem of the same lemma. For
example, the gloss “writers” for a plural stem
of the lemma kAtib_1 in Table 1 is removed
since the singular form “writer” appears under
a different stem of the same lemma.
• Gloss depassivization. Passive verb forms in
English glosses are depassivized to ensure a
lexemic translation. However, we made the de-
cision to include both passive and active forms
in the current version because of the high de-
gree of ambiguity between these two forms in
Arabic.
The following are the entries in our final
lexicon which correspond to those in Table 1:
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Table 1: Entries in the BAMA stem lexicon
;; kuwfiy˜_1
kwfy kuwfiy˜ Nall of/from Kufa (Iraq);Kufic <pos>kuwfiy˜/ADJ</pos>
;; kAtib_1
kAtb kAtib N/ap writer;author
kAtb kAtib N/ap clerk
ktAb kut˜Ab N authors;writers
ktb katab Nap authors;writers
;; katab-u_1
ktb katab PV write
ktb kotub IV write
ktb kutib PV_Pass be written;be fated;be destined





5 Integration of SMT Components into
GHMT
The main challenge for integrating SMT compo-
nents into GHMT is that the conception of the phrase
(anything beyond a single word) is radically differ-
ent. Phrase-based SMT systems take a phrase to
be a sequence of words with no hidden underlying
structure (Koehn, 2004). On the other hand, for sys-
tems that use parsers, like GHMT, a phrase has a
linguistic structure that defines it and its behavior in
a bigger context. Both kinds come with problems.
Statistical phrases are created from alignments,
which may not be clean. This results in jagged
edges to many phrases. For example, the
phrase . on the other hand , the (con-
taining seven words starting with a period and end-
ing with “the”) overlaps multiple linguistic phrase
boundaries. Another related phenomenon is that
of statistical hallucination, e.g., the translation of
AlswdAn w (literally, Sudan and) into enterprises
and banks.
Linguistic phrases come with a different set of
problems. Since parsing technology for Arabic is
still behind English,3 many linguistic phrases are
misparsed creating symbolic hallucinations that af-
fect the rest of the system. A common example is
the incorrect attachment of a prepositional phrase
3The parser we used in this paper is among the best avail-
able, yet its performance for Arabic is in the lower 70s percent
(labeled constituency PARSEVAL F-1 score).
that modifies a complete sentence to one of its noun
phrases.
We investigate two variants of a basic approach
to using statistical phrases in the GHMT system.
The phrase-based SMT system we use is Pharaoh
(Koehn, 2004). We limit the statistical translation-
table phrases used to those that correspond to com-
pletely projectable subtrees in the linguistic depen-
dency representation of the input sentence. More
complex solutions that use statistical phrases cov-
ering parts of a linguistic phrase are left for future
work.
In the first variant, (GHMT + Phrase Table, hence-
forth GHMTPHT), we use the phrase table produced
by Pharaoh as a multi-word surface dictionary. In
the generation process, when a subtree is matched to
an entry in this dictionary, an additional path in the
generation lattice is created using the phrase-table
entry in addition to the basic GHMT generation.
In the second variant, (GHMT + Pharaoh, hence-
forth GHMTPHARAOH), we use Pharaoh to translate
the subtree projections for all the subtrees in the in-
put sentence. These translations are added as alter-
natives to the basic GHMT system. Results compar-
ing these two variants and a few others are described
in Section 6.
The basic idea here is to exploit GHMT’s focus on
phrase structure generation (global level) together
with a phrase-based SMT system’s robustness (lo-
cal phrases). One particular case in Arabic that we
investigate later is the position of the subject relative
to the verb. When we have a correct parse, moving
the subject, which follows the verb in Arabic over
35% of the time, to a preverbal position is easy for
GHMT (given a correct parse) but can be hard for
a phrase-based SMT system, especially with sub-
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ject noun phrases exceeding the system’s distortion
limit.
6 Evaluation
We use the standard NIST MTEval datasets for
the years 2003, 2004 and 2005 (henceforth MT03,
MT04 and MT05, respectively).4 The 2002 MTEval
test set was used for Minimum Error Training (Och,
2003).
All of the training data used here are available
from the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). We use
an Arabic-English parallel corpus of about 5 million
words to train the translation model.5 For Arabic
preprocessing, the Arabic Treebank scheme is used
(Habash and Sadat, 2006). All systems use the same
surface trigram language model, trained on approx-
imately 340 million words of English newswire text
from the English Gigaword corpus.6
English preprocessing simply included down-
casing, separating punctuation from words and split-
ting off “’s”. Trigram language models are imple-
mented using the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002).
Both BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002; Callison-Burch
et al., 2006) and NIST (Doddington, 2002) metric
scores are reported. All scores are computed against
four references with n-grams of maximum length
four. As a post-processing step, the translations of
all systems are true-cased, and all results reported
below refer to the case-sensitive BLEU and NIST
scores.
We conducted three sets of evaluations that ex-
plore different aspects of the data sets and the system
variants: a full system evaluation, a genre-specific
evaluation, and a qualitative evaluation of specific
linguistic phenomena.
6.1 Full Evaluation
Six system variants are compared:
• GIST is a simple gisting system that produces a
sausage lattice from the English glosses in the
output of the Buckwalter Arabic morphological
4http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/mt/
5The parallel text includes Arabic News, eTIRR, English
translation of Arabic Treebank, and Ummah.
6Distributed by the Linguistic Data Consortium:
http://www.ldc.upenn.edu
analyzer (BAMA). Arabic word order is pre-
served and English realization is limited to the
variants provided in BAMA.
• GHMT is the system described in Section 4.
The lexical translation is limited to the Buck-
walter lexicon.
• GHMTPHT is a variant of GHMT that uses a
statistical phrase table as support multi-word
surface dictionary (see Section 5).
• GHMTPHARAOH is the second variant dis-
cussed in Section 5. It uses Pharaoh to generate
subtree phrases.
• PHARAOHBW is the Pharaoh phrase-based
SMT system trained on the basic training set
in addition to the entries in the Buckwalter lex-
icon.
• PHARAOH is the Pharaoh phrase-based SMT
system trained only on the basic training set.
The results of the full systems are presented in
Table 2. The lowest performing system is GIST, as
expected. GHMT, using only the Buckwalter lexi-
con and no other training data, more than doubles
the GIST score. This indicates that the system is
making more correct lexical choices and word order
realization beyond simple gisting.
GHMTPHT and GHMTPHARAOH provide sub-
stantial improvements over GHMT. In GHMTPHT,
only 54.6% of subtrees find a match in the phrase
table; as opposed to GHMTPHARAOH which guar-
antees a statistical translation for all subtrees. This
accounts for the large difference between the two
scores. This is a positive result for improving a non-
statistical MT system with SMT components. How-
ever, the scores are still lower than the fully statis-
tical system. We discuss the differences further in
Section 6.3.
The primarily statistical systems PHARAOH
and PHARAOHBW outperform all other systems.
PHARAOH does better than PHARAOHBW for MT03
and MT05 but not for MT04. For all three data sets,
the differences are not statistically significant.
As the amount of dependence on training data in-
creases, we see a bigger divide between the differ-
ent data sets. MT03 and MT05 behave similarly but
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Table 2: True-cased results of various systems on NIST MTEval test sets
Test Set Metric GIST GHMT GHMTPHT GHMTPHARAOH PHARAOHBW PHARAOH
MT03 BLEU 0.0811 0.1479 0.2362 0.3379 0.4128 0.4162
NIST 5.1846 6.0528 7.3213 8.2569 9.9205 9.9300
MT04 BLEU 0.0651 0.1402 0.2110 0.2777 0.3546 0.3522
NIST 4.3904 6.0935 7.0981 7.5834 9.2038 9.1291
MT05 BLEU 0.0607 0.145 0.2313 0.3239 0.3935 0.3960
NIST 4.7259 6.2636 7.4836 8.3687 9.6980 9.6615
Table 3: Genre-specific true-cased results of various systems on NIST MT04 test set
Genre Metric GIST GHMT GHMTPHT GHMTPHARAOH PHARAOHBW PHARAOH
News BLEU 0.0817 0.1617 0.2582 0.3434 0.4266 0.4244
NIST 4.8989 6.358 7.6143 8.3132 9.7206 9.6796
Speech BLEU 0.0429 0.1276 0.1821 0.2447 0.3088 0.3043
NIST 3.2993 5.3923 6.2022 6.6354 7.8796 7.7164
Editorial BLEU 0.0575 0.1144 0.1542 0.1914 0.2704 0.2703
NIST 3.7633 4.9751 5.4724 5.4608 7.2344 7.1812
MT04 lags behind. One of the reason behind this
behavior is that MT04 is a mixed genre data set. In
the next section, we examine the differences in the
genres in more detail.
6.2 Genre Evaluation
The MTEval 2004 data set is special in that it has
a mix of genre (200 documents: 100 news, 50
speeches and 50 editorials). The training data we
used is all Arabic news. We wanted to investigate the
difference in behavior among variants with different
types of symbolic and statistical resources. Table 3
presents the scores for genre-specific subsets of the
MT04 test set.
The difference in scores across the different sys-
tems is consistent with the full evaluation in Table 2.
The difference across the genre is very clear, with
the news subset performing at a similar score level
to that of the MT03 and MT05 test sets in Table 2.
Upon examination of the documents in MT04, we
see several variations across the genres that explain
the differences. In particular, speeches and editori-
als have a much higher rate of first and second per-
son pronouns and verbs, include interrogative sen-
tences, and use more flowery and fiery language than
news. Out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rates in the the dif-
ferent subsets as measured against the basic train-
ing set data is as follows: news (2.02%), speeches
(2.01%) and editorials (2.34%). The differences are
very small. This confirms that it is style/use differ-
ence that is the biggest contributor to the difference
in scores.
The fact that we see similar differences in GIST
and GHMT as in PHARAOH contradicts our hypothe-
sis that GHMT is more genre-independent than SMT
approaches. We believe this is a result of the Ara-
bic linguistic resources we use being biased towards
news-genre. For example, the Arabic treebank used
for training the parser is only in the news genre. The
Buckwalter lexicon potentially also has some inter-
nal bias toward news genre because it was developed
in tandem with the Arabic treebank.
6.3 Qualitative Evaluation
Automatic evaluation systems are often criticized
for not capturing linguistic subtleties. This is clearly
apparent in the field’s moving back toward using hu-
man evaluation metrics such as HTER (Snover et al.,
2006). We conducted a small human evaluation of
verb and subject realization in eight random doc-
uments from MT04. The documents contained 47
sentences and reflect the distribution of genre in the
MT04 test set. We compare three systems GHMT,
GHMTPHARAOH and PHARAOH.
The evaluation was conducted using one bilingual
Arabic-English speaker (native Arabic, almost na-
tive English). The task is to determine for every
verb that appears in the Arabic input whether it is
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Table 4: Verb and subject realization in eight documents from MT04
GHMT GHMTPHARAOH PHARAOH
Verb Verbs Realized Verbs Realized Verbs Realized
Genre Count Seen Subject Seen Subject Seen Subject
News 46 44 (95.7%) 29 (65.9%) 42 (91.3%) 31 (73.8%) 40 (87.0%) 29 (72.5%)
Speech 48 41 (85.4%) 21 (51.2%) 42 (87.5%) 24 (57.1%) 29 (60.4%) 12 (41.4%)
Editorial 29 20 (69.0%) 8 (40.0%) 17 (58.6%) 9 (52.9%) 19 (65.5%) 10 (52.6%)
All 123 105 (85.4%) 58 (55.2%) 101 (82.1%) 64 (63.4%) 88 (71.5%) 51 (58.0%)
realized or not in the English translation. If realized,
we then determine whether its subject is mapped to
the appropriate position in English. Since transla-
tion divergences can cause an Arabic verb to appear
as a noun in English, a nominalized translation is
accepted as a valid realization. The subject of a non-
verbal translation is considered correctly assigned
if the meaning of the relationship of the original
subject-verb pair is preserved. Correct realization
of the verb object is not considered here, and neither
are non-verbal Arabic translations to verb forms in
English.
The results are presented in Table 4 for each genre
and also collectively. For each of the three sys-
tems studied, two columns are presented. The first
presents the count of verbs and their percentage of
all Arabic verbs (from the column Verb Count). The
second column presents the number of correctly re-
alized subjects and their percentage relative to the
seen verbs.
Both the percentage of verbs seen and realized
subjects show a drop as we go from news genre
to speeches and editorials. This is consistent with
the automatic evaluation scores. The percentage of
verbs seen is much higher in GHMT compared to
PHARAOH. This is consistent with previous find-
ings comparing GHMT to SMT systems (Habash,
2003b). The relative percentage of realized subjects
is lower mostly due to chunking and parsing errors
on the Arabic input. A positive result is the per-
formance of the GHMTPHARAOH system which al-
though slightly below GHMT in terms of verbs seen,
has a higher percentage of realized subjects. In fact,
it is the highest among the three systems. We believe
this is a result of statistical phrase robustness which
is independent of the parse correctness. So, for ex-
ample, even if the verb and its subject are misparsed
as a compounding of two nouns (POS tag error and
parse error), the SMT translation of their projected
subtree produces the right verb-subject pair in the
correct relative order. Clearly, further research is
needed to investigate similar phenomena so the re-
spective strengths of both approaches can be further
exploited.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
We presented the challenges and details of an im-
plementation of an Arabic-English GHMT system
extended with SMT components. We described an
extensive evaluation of multiple system variants and
reported positive results on the advantages of hy-
bridization. Manual evaluation of verb-subject real-
ization showed that our symbolic approach (GHMT)
and our hybrid approach (GHMTPHARAOH) outper-
form a purely statistical approach, with the hybrid
approach yielding the best performance.
In the future, we plan to extend the use of statisti-
cal phrases in the GHMT system to parts of the lin-
guistic tree. We also plan to further investigate how
statistical phrases can be used in making symbolic
components more robust for MT purposes. The eval-
uation we did uncovered a wealth of research prob-
lems that will serve as the basis of future research.
We believe many of the insights of this work are ap-
plicable to other languages, particularly those with
rich morphologies.
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